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Abstract. Two highly fluorinated Er3+ complexes with three 6,6,7,7,8,8,8-heptafluoro-2,2-dimethyl-3,5octanedionate (fod) groups and either bipyridine (bipy) or bathophenantholine (bath) as the ancillary
ligand emitting at the C-band (third communication window for fiber transmission) are presented. These
complexes are the result of a design process aimed at decreasing the vibrational quenching from high
frequency oscillators. The structure of [Er(fod)3(bipy)] has been elucidated by single-crystal X-ray
diffraction, while Sparkle/PM6 and Sparkle/PM7 semi-empirical calculations have been used to model
the ground state geometry for [Er(fod)3(bath)]. Photoluminescence studies confirm sensitization of the
Er3+ ions by antenna effect, leading to NIR emission at 1.53 µm. This energy transfer proves to be more
efficient for [Er(fod)3(bath)] as a result of the bulkier and more rigid structure of bath diimide. The good
thermal stability of the materials up to over 200 ºC allows envisaging their use in erbium-doped
waveguides, NIR-OLEDs or other optoelectronic devices.
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1. Introduction

Long-haul telecommunications depend on fiber-optic networks, which require amplification of
the optical signals by using erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) that operate in the 15301565 nm wavelength range, the so-called C-band or third window of silica fibers. Since
lanthanide ions suffer from low molar absorption coefficients (ε < 10 L·mol-1·cm-1), the
properties of such EDFAs can -in principle- be enhanced by resourcing to photosensitization by
conjugated organic species, that is, by incorporating Er3+ ions into organic hosts containing
chromophores that couple to the Er3+ ions, allowing for pumping with lower intensity sources,
such as light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and amplification in much shorter lengths [1].
Aforementioned sensitization is attained by the so-called “antenna-effect”, a term coined by
Lehn [2], which denotes the absorption, energy transfer and emission sequence involving
distinct absorbing (the ligand) and emitting (the lanthanide ion) components in luminescent
lanthanide complexes which work as light conversion molecular devices (LMCDs). This twostep excitation process allows one to achieve a large excited-state population using light
fluences (J/cm2) four to five orders of magnitude lower than those required for bare ions [3,4].
However, in particular case of Er3+ ion, because of the relatively small energy gap between the
4
I13/2 excited state and the 4I15/2 ground state, the excited state is efficiently quenched by the
vibronic coupling with high energy O–H and C–H stretching vibrations in the neighborhood of
the Er3+ ion, originated from the ligands, polymer matrix or solvents. Consequently, in order to
improve overall quantum yields, excluding hydrogen atoms from the lanthanide ion
1
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surroundings (>20 Å) [5] should be regarded as an essential requirement for the design of Er3+
chromophores, in addition to the usual considerations aimed at achieving high sensitization
efficiencies. This requirement can be achieved by (i) preventing solvent molecules from
entering in the lanthanide first coordination sphere and (ii) by using ligands with low hydrogen
content.
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The removal of solvent molecules can be efficiently achieved by the use of N,N-donor
molecules: these ligands act as Lewis bases, and form adducts with tris β-diketonate complexes
because of the tendency of the lanthanide ion to expand its coordination sphere and to achieve a
coordination number higher than six (typically eight or nine). On the other hand, deuteration
and halogenation of the ligands (i.e., the substitution of H atoms in the aromatic rings with
halogens atoms such as fluorine [6-8], chlorine [9] and bromine [10]) has proven to be a
successful approach for the second objective. Absorptions are diminished (C-D) or absent (CF), because the third overtone of C-D is located at 1.5 µm and the third overtone of C-F at 2.6
µm.
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In an attempt to simultaneously fulfill both requirements, we have designed two highly
fluorinated erbium(III) complexes, with general formula [Er(fod)3(N,N-donor)], where fod
corresponds to 6,6,7,7,8,8,8-heptafluoro-2,2-dimethyl-3,5-octanedionate and N,N-donor is
either bipyridine (bipy) or bathophenantholine (bath): the introduction of N,N-donor molecules
in the coordination sphere of Er3+ excludes the effect of O-H oscillators and the use of a
perfluorinated ligand (Hfod) minimizes the deleterious effect of C-H oscillators. In this article,
we report their synthesis, structural elucidation by single crystal X-ray diffraction and semiempirical quantum chemistry calculations, and a thorough characterization by X-ray powder
diffraction (XRPD), NMR, ATR-FTIR and Raman spectroscopies, DSC, absorption and
photoluminescence studies.
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2.1. Materials, synthesis and analytical data
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All reagents and solvents employed were commercially available and used as supplied without
further purification. All the procedures for complex preparation were carried out under nitrogen
and using dry reagents to avoid the presence of water and oxygen, which can quench metal
luminescence.
Tris(6,6,7,7,8,8,8-heptafluoro-2,2-dimethyl-3,5-octanedionate)mono(2,2’-bipyridine)
erbium(III), [Er(fod)3(bipy)], was obtained as follows: under stirring, a Hfod (3 mmol) methanol
solution (20 ml) was added to a 1 mmol of Er(NO3)·5H2O in methanol. The mixture was
neutralized by adding potassium methoxide (3 mmol) dropwise under vigorous stirring until
potassium nitrate precipitated. KNO3 was removed by decanting, and 2,2’-bipyridine (1 mmol)
was finally added. The mixture was heated to 75 ºC and stirred overnight, then washed with
dioxane, and lastly dried in vacuum to give product in 95% yield (based in Er3+). Crystals
suitable for X-ray analysis were obtained by slow evaporation of a methanol-dioxane solution at
room temperature (RT).
The synthesis procedure for [Er(fod)3(bath)] is analogous, using 1 mmol of bathophenanthroline
instead of 2,2’-bipyridine.
[Er(fod)3(bipy)]: Chemical formula: C40H38ErF21N2O6. MW: 1208.96. Anal. Calcd. for
C40H38ErF21N2O6: C, 39.74; H, 3.17; Er, 13.83; F, 33.00; N, 2.32; O, 7.94. Found: C, 39.76; H,
3.16; N, 2.38.
[Er(fod)3(bath)]: Chemical formula: C54H46ErF21N2O6. MW: 1385.18. Anal. Calcd. for
C54H46ErF21N2O6: C, 46.82; H, 3.35; Er, 12.07; F, 28.80; N, 2.02; O, 6.93. Found: C, 46.71; H,
3.29; N, 2.05.
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2.2.
2.3. X-ray crystallographic analysis
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The crystal structures were investigated by X-ray diffraction analysis. Prior to structural
characterization, the powder diffractograms of the erbium complexes were recorded using a
Bruker D8 Advance Bragg-Brentano diffractometer, in reflection geometry. For the
determination of crystal structures by X-ray diffraction, single crystals of the complexes were
glued to glass fibres and mounted on a Bruker APEX II diffractometer. Diffraction data was
collected at room temperature 293(2) K using graphite monochromated MoKα (λ=0.71073 Å).
Absorption corrections were made using SADABS [11]. [Er(fod)3(bipy)] structure was solved
by direct methods using SHELXS-97 [12] and refined anisotropically (non-H atoms) by fullmatrix least-squares on F2 using the SHELXL-97 program [12]. [Er(fod)3(bath)] structure was
partially solved: the lanthanide ions, the bathophenanthroline and the middle diketonate portion
of the fluorinated ions could be located. The remaining atomic positions could not be reliably
found, due to the low resolution of the difference Fourier map (very large unit cell, two
independent complexes). This partial model refined on F2 yielded an R=16%. PLATON [13]
was used to analyse the structure, for figure plotting and for powder diffractogram simulations.
2.4. Computational procedure
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The crystal parameters and part of the structure of [Er(fod)3(bath)] complex were determined
from X-Ray data. The initially known data included, apart from the position of the 16 Er3+ ions,
all the atoms in their first coordination spheres, the aromatic section of the fod ligands and the
entire bathophenanthroline unit. The rest of the complex geometry (namely the rest of the fod
chain) was optimized using semiempirical methods for each complex in the unit cell. The
computations were performed using the MOPAC2012 software [14,15] parallel version based
on OpenMPI using the SPARKLE/PM7 [16,17] and the SPARKLE/PM6 Hamiltonians [18,19]
on a server with four AMD Opteron 16 Core processors and 128 GB of memory and a Linux
operating system.
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The calculations have been run both for the standalone molecule, with crystal symmetry
imposed, and for the entire unit cell, which consists of a total 2080 atoms. In the later case,
periodic boundary conditions have been used by using the keyword MERS=(1,1,1). Initially,
only the unknown part of the crystal was optimized, while all the known part of the complex
geometries were kept fixed in the optimization process.
For the standalone molecule, the default convergence at a gradient norm below 1
kcal/mol/Ansgrom was obtained both for the PM6 and PM7 Hamiltonians. For the entire unit
cell, a convergence down to 13.192 kcal/mol/Angstrom gradient norm was initially obtained
with the PM6 Hamiltonian and 9.562 kcal/mol/Angstrom for the PM7 Hamiltonian. The
geometry obtained was subsequently used as the initial data for a second geometry optimization
where only the position of the Er3+ atoms and the crystal cell parameters were kept fixed. In this
case, convergence was obtained down to 11.230 kcal/mol/Angstrom for the PM6 Hamiltonian
and to 7.596 kcal/mol/Angstrom for the PM7 Hamiltonian.
2.5. Physical and spectroscopic measurements
The C, H, N elemental analyses were conducted using a Perkin Elmer CHN 2400 apparatus.
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) data were obtained on a DSC Pyris1 Perkin Elmer
instrument, equipped with an intracooler cooling unit at -25 ºC (ethylenglycol-water, 1:1 v/v,
cooling mixture), with a heating rate β=10°C/min, under a N2 purge, 20 mL/min.
Infrared spectra were recorded with a Thermo Nicolet 380 FT-IR apparatus equipped with
Smart Orbit Diamond ATR system. Raman spectra were recorded with a FT-Raman Bruker
FRA106 by using a near-IR (Nd: YAG, 1064.1 nm) laser to excite the sample. 1H-NMR spectra
were registered from deuterated chloroform solution (CDCl3) using a 400 MHz NMR
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spectrometer from Varian Mercury 400 (9.4 T) at 400.123 MHz.
spectra were recorded at 100.6 and 376.5 MHz, respectively.
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C-NMR and
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F-NMR
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The optical absorption and diffuse reflectance of the materials were measured at room
temperature in solution and in powder, respectively: the 200-800 nm range absorption spectra
were recorded with a spectrophotometer (Hitachi U-2010) in methanol diluted solutions (10-5M
and 10-3M), and UV-Vis-NIR diffuse reflectance spectra in the range from 200 to 1800 nm were
measured using an integrating sphere coupled to a spectrophotometer (Agilent Cary 5000) in
powder form.
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3. Results and discussion
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The photoluminescence (PL) spectra in the UV-Vis region and the ligand fluorescence decays
were obtained using a 280 nm picosecond pulsed light emitting diode (Edinburgh Instruments
EPLED-280) with a typical pulse width of 700 ps and a 405 nm picosecond pulsed diode laser
(Edinburgh Instruments EPL-405) with a typical pulse width of 80 ps. The emission spectra and
the ligand fluorescence decays were recorded using a fluorescence spectrometer with a single
photon counting multichannel plate photomultiplier and a dedicated acquisition software
(Edinburgh Instruments LifeSpec II and F900 software). The NIR PL spectra were measured
exciting the samples using either the 800 nm radiation of a cw Ti:sapphire laser (Spectra
Physics 3900S) pumped by a 10 W cw Ar+ laser (Spectra Physics 2060-10 Beamlock) or a 450
W Xenon arc lamp followed by a 0.22 m double-grating monochromator (Spex 1680) to provide
an excitation beam centered at 360 nm. The NIR emissions were focused with a convergent lens
onto a 0.18 m single-grating monochromator (Jobin Yvon Triax180) with a resolution of 0.5 nm
and then detected with an InGaAs detector. The NIR luminescence decay curves were measured
upon excitation of the Er3+ ions at 980 nm with a Spectra Physics Quanta-Ray MOPO-730 laser
system. The emitted light was dispersed using a single-grating 0.34 m focal length spectrometer
(Spex 340E) and detected with a Peltier-cooled, NIR-extended photomultiplier (Hamamatsu
H9170-75) and a lock-in amplifier. Lifetimes were measured by using a digital oscilloscope
(Tektronix TDS520). All spectra were corrected for the spectral response of the equipments.

3.1. Crystallographic analysis
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3.1.1. Structural description

[Er(fod)3(bipy)] crystallizes in the monoclinic P21/c with four symmetry-related molecules in
each unit cell of volume 4877.1 Å3 (see Figure 1 and Table 1). Each lanthanide ion is
coordinated by two nitrogen atoms and six oxygen atoms that constitute the vertices of a square
antiprism. The top and bottom faces of the antiprism make an angle of 2.08(9)º and the
lanthanide that sits approximately in the centre of the polyhedron is at a distance of 1.3685(1)
and 1.2002(1) Å to the top and bottom faces. There are signs of conformational disorder in the
fluorinated ligands; the fluorine atoms display large thermal ellipsoids and the -C(CH3) terminal
groups could be refined over two positions. The unit cells do not contain any residual solvent
accessible voids.

4
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Figure 1. Structural diagram for [Er(fod)3(bipy)], with O atoms in red, N atoms in blue, F atoms in
yellow and Er atoms in green.
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[Er(fod)3(bath)] calculated structure is shown in Figure 2. The two symmetry independent
complexes exhibit a square-antiprismatic coordination of the Er3+ ions in the predicted
structures. For PM7, the top and bottom faces make an angle of 3.0º for Er1 [0.45º for Er2]
and Er1 is at a distance of 1.363 and 1.146 Å from the top and bottom faces [1.383 and
1.220 Å for Er2].

Figure 2. Predicted conformation for [Er(fod)3(bath)] using PM7, according to CPK color code.
Table 1. Crystal data and structure refinement for the complexes with 6,6,7,7,8,8,8-heptafluoro-2,2dimethyl-3,5-octanedione
Complex
Empirical formula
Formula weight
Temperature (K)
Wavelength (Å)

[Er(fod)3(bipy)]
C40H38ErF21N2O6
1208.98
293(3)
0.71073

[Er(fod)3(bath)]
C54H46ErF21N2O6
1385.18
293(3)
0.71073

5
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Orthorhombic
Pcan
25.5335(6)
28.8665(7)
32.5392(8)
90.00
90.00
90.00
23983.4(10)
8
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Monoclinic
P21/c
13.8124(3)
20.3813(5)
18.1497(5)
90.00
107.342(2)
90.00
4877.1(2)
4
1.647
1.845
2388
0.44×0.40×0.08
1.84-25.77º
-16<h<16; -24<k<24; -22<l<22
97420
6848
0.996
Full matrix LS on F2
9310/163/735
1.034
R=0.0521; wR=0.1442
R=0.0741; wR=0.1669
-0.807/1.370

M

Crystal system
Space group
a (Å)
b (Å)
c (Å)
α (º)
β (º)
γ (º)
Volume (Å3)
Z
Calculated density (g cm-3)
Absorption coefficient (mm-1)
F(000)
Crystal size (mm3)
θ range for data collection
Index ranges
Reflections collected
Independent reflections
Completeness to 2θ=51º
Refinement method
Data/restrains/parameters
Goodness-of-fit on F2
Final R indices [I>2σ(I)]
R indices (all data)
Largest diff. peak and hole
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Er-O and Er-N distances for the two complexes are summarized in Table 2. For
[Er(fod)3(bipy)], the distances are within normal ranges [20]. With regard to [Er(fod)3(bath)],
the values obtained using PM7 Hamiltonian are significantly closer to the experimental average
values for [Er(β-diketonate)3(bath)] complexes [2.288 Å for Er-O and 2.554 Å for Er-N] [21-24]
than those for PM6 Hamiltonian. This is in agreement with the observations made by Stewart
[16]: a significant increase in accuracy has been achieved in PM7 after relatively minor changes
were made to the approximations and after proxy reference data functions representing noncovalent interactions were introduced, leading to a reduction of errors in PM7 geometries by
over one-third relative to those of PM6.
Table 2. Er-N and Er-O distances in Å for the complexes with 6,6,7,7,8,8,8-heptafluoro-2,2-dimethyl3,5-octanedione
[Er(fod)3(bipy)]
[Er(fod)3(bath)]
SC-XRD
starting model from SC-XRD
Er-N avg.
2.523
2.520
Er-O avg.
2.297
2.285
Bond

[Er(fod)3(bath)]
PM6 model
2.370
2.352

[Er(fod)3(bath)]
PM7 model
2.467
2.296

3.1.2. X-ray powder diffraction

The experimental diffraction patterns for the two Er3+ complexes are shown in Figure 3. For
[Er(fod)3(bipy)], the simulated powder pattern obtained from the single crystal structure using
PLATON [13] is also shown for comparison. There is an excellent match between the simulated
and the experimental diffractograms: the peaks appear at the predicted theta angles. In this case,
powder diffraction shows that all the material synthesized contains the same structure as the
small single crystals used for single-crystal X-ray diffraction.
For [Er(fod3(bath)] complex, Figure 4 depicts the experimental data, the simulated powder
diffractograms with increasing complexity of the structural model using PLATON [13], and the
simulated patterns from the ground state geometry using semiempirical calculations (PM6 and
PM7 Hamiltonians). As it can be inferred from Figure 4, the simulated diffractogram containing
6
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the Er3+ ions and the N,O atoms from the first coordination sphere (PLATON sim. 2) accounts
well for many of the experimental peaks, with the peak positions agreeing with the experimental
ones. The remaining experimental peaks could be explained by Bragg reflections from planes
containing mostly the ligand atoms and/or solvent atoms. In fact, the more we complete the
model (PLATON sim. 3), the more peaks are predicted and, of course, relative intensities are
changed. On the other side, the imperfect agreement of these simulations indicates that the
ligand position/orientation is not corresponding to the true average positions. In the solid state,
disorder is most likely to occur: similar compounds have shown disorder in the chain
conformation, CF2 and CF3 groups, and can even interchange the bulky N,N-donor and a βdiketonate chain [23,21,25,26].
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Figure 3. Experimental and simulated X-ray powder diffraction patterns of [Er(fod)3(bipy)] complex.
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Intensity (a.u.)
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Figure 4. Experimental and simulated X-ray powder diffraction patterns of [Er(fod)3(bath)] complex.
PLATON sim. 1 was obtained considering only the Erbium atoms in the unit cell. For PLATON sim. 2,
the model included also the coordinating N and O atoms. In PLATON sim. 3, the bath molecule was
added to the model. In PLATON sim. 4, the central part of the β-diketonate ligands was included in the
model (starting point for the PM6 and PM7 calculations). PM6 and PM7 are the simulated diffractograms
using the full calculated structural model with PM6 and PM7 Hamiltonians, respectively.
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3.2.
3.3. NMR spectroscopy
In the particular case of [Er(fod)3(bath)] complex, for which the SC-XRD structure could not be
fully resolved, additional structural elucidation data has been recorded by means of NMR
spectroscopy measurements.
H-NMR. The 1H-NMR spectrum of the [Er(fod)3(bath)] complex (see Figure 5a) displays, apart
from a strong signal at 7.24 ppm associated to CDCl3 and a very weak band at 1.68
corresponding to HOD in CDCl3, the following signals associated to the fod β-diketonate: 0.95
ppm (methyl protons), 1.2 ppm (tert-butyl protons) and 2.5 ppm (carbonyl group). Those at 9.7,
10.2 and 13.3 ppm can be assigned to methine protons [27].
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C-NMR. Figure 5b shows the 13C-NMR spectrum of [Er(fod)3(bath)], in which the signal at
77.2 can be assigned to CDCl3. The signal at 26.1 ppm should be assigned to the aliphatic CH3
in fod β-diketonate, while signals in the 122.9-143.9 ppm region should be referred to 1ethylene, quinoline and 1-benzene from the bathophenanthroline moiety.
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F-NMR. The 19F-NMR spectrum (Figure 5c) displays one strong signal at -78.35 due to –CF3
groups and an additional doublet of medium intensity around -132 ppm assignable to -CF2
groups.
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Figure 5. (a) 1H-NMR, (b) 13C-NMR and (c) 19F-NMR spectra for [Er(fod)3(bath)] complex.

3.4. Thermal analysis by DSC

The DSC curves of these complexes (under N2 atmosphere) show endothermic effects under
150 ºC and exothermic effects above 240 ºC (see Figure 6). Whereas for [Er(fod)3(bath)]
complex there is a single endotherm corresponding to melting at 101 ºC, [Er(fod)3(bipy)] shows
two separate peaks associated to pre-melting (at 79.5 ºC) and melting (130.1 ºC), respectively.
The onset of decomposition/volatilization begins in both samples at ca. 240 ºC, although the
process appears to be slower for the bipy than for the bath adduct, with decomposition maxima
at around 340 ºC and 280 ºC, respectively.
The stability of the complexes is similar to that of other lanthanide complexes with the same βdiketonate fod ligand reported by Irfanullah et al. [27,28], though in these later the onset of
volatilization begins at 215 ºC and evaporation is complete at 325-350 ºC. The lower melting
points for the complexes presented herein is attributed to the fact that mononuclear complexes
are thermally less stable than their dinuclear analogues [29].
8
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a: Tonset = 79.5 ºC, ΔH = 24.9 J/g
b: Tonset = 130.1 ºC, ΔH = 15.9 J/g
c: Tonset = 101.0 ºC, ΔH = 17.3 J/g
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Figure 6. DSC curves for [Er(fod)3(bipy)] (black) and [Er(fod)3(bath)] (red).
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3.5. Infrared spectroscopy

M

The IR absorption spectra for the complexes are shown in Figure 7. The absorption bands have
been identified in accordance with the literature [30]: 1645-1653 cm-1 (νasC=C-C=O), 16181623 cm-1 (νsC=C-C=O), 1580 cm-1 (νC=C), 1475 cm-1 (νasC-C=C-O), 1344 cm-1 (νsC-C=C-O),
1440 cm-1 (νasC=N), 1391 cm-1 (νsC=N) and 1017–1105 cm-1 range (ring ‘breathing’ modes).
They are shifted in comparison with those of the free ligands, suggesting that the fod βdiketonate ligands and the N,N-donor moieties are coordinated to Er3+ ions.
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The absorption bands characteristic of the bipy and bath diimides, in the 739-1020 cm-1 range,
associated to γCH, in-plane ring (phenyl and pyridyl) and CH bendings, provide further
evidence that the Er3+ ion is coordinated to the ancillary ligands, since they are appreciably red
shifted (vs. those of free ligands) due to the perturbation induced by the coordination to the
lanthanide ion.
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An important feature –provided that they are fluorinated complexes– is the occurrence of strong
carbon–fluorine bands in the 1116 to 1283 cm−1 range, assigned to CF3 as (C–F) stretching
modes (viz., νC-CF3 at 1283 and 1218 cm-1, νasCF3 at ca. 1148 cm-1 and νsCF3 at 1117 cm-1). In
addition, the bands at around 573 and 629 cm-1 can be assigned to δCF3 vibrations [31].
Finally, the low absorption in the region at around 3000 cm-1 (attributed to C–H aliphatic and
C–H aromatic vibrations) and the absence of absorption at 3500 cm-1 (not shown), is the
expected for a low amount of CH and OH groups, as planned in the preparative conditions.
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Figure 7. ATR-FTIR spectra of [Er(fod)3(bipy)] (top) and [Er(fod)3(bath)] (bottom).

3.6. Raman spectroscopy

M

The Raman spectra of the complexes, depicted in Figure 8, show the expected frequencies for
the coordinated fod β-diketonate and N,N-donors. The higher wavenumber bands, in the 13511626 cm-1 range, can be assigned to C=C, C=O and C=N stretching vibrations, with additional
C=C stretching bands at around 1270 cm-1 and C=O stretching peaks at ca. 1200 cm-1. The peak
at around 750 cm-1 corresponds to C-H out of plane bending, while that at 650 cm-1 is associated
to ring deformation modes of bipy and bath.

d

CF3 associated vibrations appear at ca. 1290 cm-1, 1102 cm-1 and 1060 cm-1.

te

The bands in the 2800-3085 cm-1 region are ascribed to C-H stretching from the non-fluorinated
CH3 end of the fod β-diketonate.
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The bands in the lower wavenumber range (below 421 cm-1) can be tentatively assigned to
ν(Er–O) and ν(Er–N) modes, in agreement with Liang et al. [32].
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Figure 8. Raman spectra of [Er(fod)3(bipy)] (top) and [Er(fod)3(bath)] (bottom)
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3.7. Absorption spectra

cr
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The RT spectra derived from absorption and diffuse reflectance measurements of the complexes
in the UV-visible-NIR range (200-2000 nm) are shown in Figure 9. The broad and intense
absorption bands in the 200-350 nm range are associated to the organic ligands π-π* transitions
from the S0 ground state to the S1 excited state [33]. They are formed by the overlap of a main
band centered at about 270 nm and two other components at ca. 220 and 320 nm. For a better
understanding of the UV absorption bands, the UV-Vis (210-800 nm) absorption spectra were
also recorded in 10-5M methanol diluted solutions (see the inset in Figure 9), allowing a more
resolved spectra of the ligands absorption. The maxima in this case are at around 285 nm and
thus can be assigned to the π→π* intra-ligand transition in the fod moiety [34-36].
Consequently, the main peak observed in the solid powder measurements at about 270 nm can
be tentatively assigned to electronic intraligand transitions in the fod moiety, while the other
components would be due to π→π* transitions in the diimide molecules, in agreement with
Gerasimova et al. [37].
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Moreover, sharp peaks associated to intra-configurational 4f11–4f11 electronic transitions starting
from the 4I15/2 ground state to the different excited levels of the Er3+ ion can be discerned. The
bands correspond to the transitions from the 4I15/2 ground state to (4G9/2,2K15/2,2G7/2) (~355.5 nm),
4
G11/2 (376.5 nm), (2G,4F,2H)9/2 (~405 nm), (4F5/2,4F3/2) (~449.5 nm), 4F7/2 (~486.5 nm), 2H11/2
(~522 nm), 4S3/2 (~544 nm), 4F9/2 (~660 nm), 4I9/2 (~802 nm), 4I11/2 (~977 nm) and 4I13/2 (~1532
nm) Er3+ excited states [38]. Figure 9 also shows the second and third overtones of aromatic C–
H stretching vibration, which appear near 1675 nm and 1140 nm, respectively. It is worth noting
that none of the detected C-H vibration overtones coincides with the NIR emission band of Er3+
ions centered at around 1530 nm and, consequently, a quenching of the Er3+ NIR luminescence
is not expected due to energy transfer to C-H vibrational modes.
4
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Figure 9. Diffuse reflectance spectra of [Er(fod)3(bipy)] (black) and [Er(fod)3(bath)] (red) complexes in
the UV-visible-NIR range at RT. All transitions start from the 4I15/2 ground state to the indicated levels.
An offset in the y-axis has been added for clarity reasons. Inset: UV-Vis absorption spectra in methanol
diluted solutions (10-5M) using a quartz cuvette with L=5 cm.

3.8. Excitation spectra and photoluminescence emission
PL emission in the visible range. The emission from the Er3+ complexes in the visible region
have firstly been studied under direct excitation of the organic ligands with 280 nm LED
radiation, in resonance with the π→π* intra-ligand transition of the fod moiety. The visible
spectra (see Figure 10) feature an intense broad band which peaks at ca. 365 nm for
[Er(fod)3(bipy)] complex and at ca. 400 nm for [Er(fod)3(bath)] complex. These bands are
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attributed to S0→S1 transitions of β-diketonate and heterocyclic ligands, with the peak position
being related to the specific diimide, in agreement with Irfanullah et al. [39,33,29]. On the other
hand, the relaxation of the organic parts of these samples can also undergo intersystem crossing
(ISC) to the triplet level due to spin reorientation, from which subsequent resonant energy
transfer (RET) to Er3+ takes place (see Figure 11), as it will be further discussed below.
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Figure 10. Photoluminescence spectra in the visible region for the [Er(fod)3(bipy)] (black) and
[Er(fod)3(bath)] (red) complexes upon excitation at 280 nm.
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Figure 11. Scheme of the ground-state absorption (GSA), ligand-ligand intersystem crossing (ISC)
processes, ligand-to-metal resonant energy transfer (RET) mechanisms, multiphonon de-excitations (---)
and PL processes (in color). For clarity reasons the excited states of the three ligands were merged into
one (for fod / bipy / bath, respectively: singlet (1ππ*=35000 / 29900 / 29000 cm-1) and triplet
(3ππ*=22500 / 22900 / 21000 cm-1) [40-42]).

Upon excitation with a picosecond pulsed laser diode at 405 nm, the two complexes also show
weak and broad emission in the visible range (see Figure 12). There are some dips in the
emission spectra that can be readily associated to Er3+ ions re-absorption. Similar effects are
also present when the samples are excited with laser radiation at 470 nm (not shown). This reabsorption is a process in which a photon emitted by the ligand is absorbed by Er3+ ions -which
are not being excited directly by the laser- before leaving the sample. In order to observe this
phenomenon, there must be a large overlap between the broad fluorescent emission band from
the ligands and the absorption bands of the Er3+ ions involved in the process (see the diffuse
reflectance spectra of the complexes in Figure 9, also plotted in Figure 12 to allow direct
comparison). The probability of these processes depends on how resonant these overlaps are,
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although it also depends on the oscillator strength of the transitions involved. This accounts for
the fact that the energy transfer between the ligands and the Er3+ ions is more evident for
transitions involving the 2H11/2 upper level, since the 4I15/2→2H11/2 absorption peak has a larger
experimental oscillator strength.
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Figure 12. Photoluminescence spectra in the visible region for the [Er(fod)3(bipy)] (black, top) and
[Er(fod)3(bath)] (red, bottom) complexes upon excitation at 405 nm.
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PL emission in the C-band. The NIR emission spectra for the two complexes were recorded
using the S0→S1 excitation band maxima at 360 nm using a Xe lamp (see Figure 13). A broad
emission in the near-IR region is obtained for both [Er(fod)3(bipy)] and [Er(fod)3(bath)]
complexes, peaking at around 1530 nm. As mentioned above, such emission is the result of an
efficient energy transfer from the organic ligands to the lanthanide ions in the resulting local
environment in the complexes under study. This energy transfer by antenna effect is strongly
influenced by the energy difference between the ligand triplet state and the levels of the
lanthanide ion. In the case of Er3+, there are resonant energy transfer channels from the ligands
to the high energy states of the optically active ions, which decay by multiphonon relaxation to
the 4I13/2 metastable level, from which radiative relaxation to the ground state occurs by the NIR
emission of light at around 1.53 µm.
Similar emission profiles have been found for the two complexes, with some structure
associated to the Stark energy levels hyperfine structure and the electron population
distributions of the 4I13/2 and 4I15/2 multiplets. The measurements of the NIR emission spectra
upon direct excitation of the 4I9/2 state at 800 nm with laser radiation yield the same results (not
shown).
Since the two samples have been measured in the same conditions, a quantitative intensity
comparison is applicable. The higher luminescence from the [Er(fod)3(bath)] complex can be
correlated with an improved energy transfer due its shorter Er-N distances [23] and to the
bulkier and more rigid planar structure of bathophenanthroline [43,44,29,45].
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Figure 13. Photoluminescence spectra in the C-band upon ligand-mediated excitation in the UV region
(λ=360 nm).
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Excitation spectra. The excitation spectra of the complexes (monitored at the wavelength of
interest, i.e., 1530 nm) feature an intense broad band between 300 and 400 nm with a maximum
around 355-360 nm (see Figure 14). This band is attributed to ligand-centered (S0→S1)
transitions of β-diketonate and heterocyclic ligands [29,45], and the shift between UV-Vis
absorption and excitation peaks is consistent with the literature (e.g. [46]). Thus,
aforementioned antenna effect sensitization mechanism is further confirmed.
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Figure 14. Excitation spectra under detection of the Er3+ 4I13/2→4I15/2 emission at 1530 nm.

3.9. Lifetime measurements

The decay of the ligand fluorescence has been measured using a high repetition rate pulsed UV
diode centered at 280 nm. The detection wavelength was tuned at the maximum of the S1→S0
fluorescence band, at 370 for [Er(fod)3(bipy)] and at 395 nm for [Er(fod)3(bath)], respectively.
The results are shown in Figure 15, where the instrument response function (IRF) that describes
the temporal width of the pump pulses are also given (dotted lines). In the case of the
[Er(fod)3(bipy)] compound, the decay of the fluorescence is so fast that it cannot be resolved
with this excitation source. For the [Er(fod)3(bath)] complex, a longer and non-exponential
decay is observed. The non-exponential character of the decay is characteristic of solid powder
samples in which, in addition to the radiative and multiphonon relaxation processes, other
interactions -such as ligand to ligand and ligand to metal interactions- contribute to the overall
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decay of the fluorescence. In order to quantify the average lifetime value of the fluorescence,
the decay curves have been successfully fitted to a double exponential decay of the type:
(1)
The fitting was made using IRF reconvolution analysis with F900 software (Edinburgh
Instruments). The average lifetime is then calculated using the following equation [47]:

ip
t

(2)
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cr

The obtained average lifetime of the S1 excited state of [Er(fod)3(bath)] complex is about 2.72
ns. As noted above, the average lifetime of the ligand excited state of [Er(fod)3(bipy)] cannot be
determined using this fitting procedure because it is beyond the temporal resolution of the
equipment, which is estimated to be about 0.5 ns. According to the excitation mechanism of the
PL, there are several relaxation paths for the S1 excited level of the ligand, namely, radiative,
multiphonon, intersystem crossing, ligand to metal RET, or ligand to ligand ET processes.
Taking into account that the excitation spectra show a higher ligand to metal RET efficiency for
the [Er(fod)3(bath)] complex, we tentatively propose that the shorter lifetime found for the
[Er(fod)3(bipy)] compound is an indication of higher probability of ligand relaxation due to
vibrational modes of the surrounding environment, which would quench both its radiative
emission as well as the ligand to metal RET probability.
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Figure 15. Decay of the fluorescence of [Er(fod)3(bipy)] (black) and [Er(fod)3(bath)] (red) complexes
upon excitation at 280 nm and detection at the maximum of their emission bands. IRP (dashed lines)
accounts for the instrument response function.

The NIR PL decay of the 4I13/2 multiplet was measured after pumping at 980 nm with a MOPO
laser at 10 Hz repetition rate. The decays show a single exponential behavior, which can be
observed as a linear dependence in the semi-log representations of Figure 16. The good fitting
to a single-exponential function confirms a unique and consistent coordination environment
around the lanthanide ion [48]. The 4I13/2 lifetimes obtained for the two complexes, namely
τ=1.503 and 1.394 µs for [Er(fod)3(bipy)] and [Er(fod)3(bath)], respectively, are quite similar
between them and to other partly fluorinated Er3+ β-diketonate complexes previously reported
[49,50,21,23,26]. These values, although almost one order of magnitude larger than those
reported for erbium(III) tris(8-hydroxyquinolate) or ErQ3 (0.2 µs in powder form) [51], are
significantly smaller than those attained for Er(F-tpip)3 (where HF-tpip stands for
tetrapentafluorophenylimidodiphosphinate) [52] or for perfluorinated nitrosopyrazolone-based
erbium chelates [53]: 164 µs and 15.7 µs, respectively. Thus, it can be inferred that the
fluorinated β-diketonate ligands need to be combined with perfluorinated N,N-donors so as to
entirely eliminate the effect of the remaining C-H oscillators and further increase the lifetimes.
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Figure 16. Room temperature PL decays of the 4I13/2 multiplet measured under 980 nm excitation of 4I11/2
Er3+ level of the [Er(fod)3(bipy)] (black) and [Er(fod)3(bath)] (red) complexes. Single-exponential fits are
also included (dashed lines).

4. Conclusion
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In this work, we have successfully obtained two perfluorinated Er3+ complexes with very low
hydrogen content: elemental analysis confirmed that the percentage of hydrogen was between
3.16 and 3.29% and FTIR spectra do not show the deleterious high vibrational modes at 3500
cm-1 that would appear if O-H bonds were present (only C-H vibrational modes at 3000-2500
cm-1 as weak bands). On the other hand, the consistent octacoordination of the ligands chosen in
the design of the complexes appears to be well suited for sensitizing the luminescence of the
NIR-emitting Er3+ ion, achieving an efficient energy transfer from the organic ligands (excited
in the UV region) to the lanthanide ion in the resulting environment of [Er(fod)3(N,N-donor)]
complexes. The higher luminescence from the [Er(fod)3(bath)] complex has been correlated
with an improved energy transfer due to the bulkier and more rigid planar structure of
bathophenanthroline and shorter Er-N distances. Moreover, the quenching of the organic ligands
emission reinforces the hypothesis that the new ternary complexes display a favored
photoluminescence in the C-band that makes them promising materials for erbium-doped
waveguides, NIR-OLEDs or other optoelectronic devices.
Finally, it is also noteworthy that semi-empirical quantum chemistry methods –and in particular
the novel Sparkle/PM7– have proven to be a very suitable approach for conducting an educatedguess when dealing with incomplete structural data, since these methods are not only
substantially faster than ab initio ones, but can model large unit cells (2048 atoms) with
remarkable accuracy.
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